RESTRUCTURING VOTE CANCELLED
Friday Morning Edition

LumberJack

COLLECTION ;

= Meer, ust

Student Legislative Council, at last Tuesday's meeting,
cancelled the restructuring eiection which was to be held today.
brought up the motion to cancel the election, and it was passed by a seven to five vote.
an attempt au contacting the aivFisner

by

given

reason

The

isions

for his motion was that previously unforeseen problems had sud-

would be too great to be handled in the two week period bethe restructuring

and the
e1ection.

general

election

s.udent

body

The discussion immediately
following Fisher's motion brought
up the question of wnat students
woula think about Council's action, and the belief was voiced

ee

ec

that

as

sign

look upon

may

students

a

of

lack

of

it

orgauiz-

ation.

A.S.
Morse’s

Vice
President
Gary
reaction was that ‘‘stu-

Gt

dents should understand 4 cuange
of weart on the part ofCouncil’’.
Morse also pointed out that
tue Restructuring Committee has

been working on tue program for

a year and two months, and that
students should unders:and that
at least something was accomplisned in tnat time.
At last week's Council meet-

and

Morse

ing,

go

to

members

Council

asked

Fisher

to

the

individual divisions, inform them
of the restructuring changes

and

solicit their reactions and help.
This was the first time such

‘En Loco Parentis’
Discussion Topic
For Mother’s Day
The topic of ‘‘En Loco Parentis’’ has been chosen for the

panel discussion at the Campus
Mother’s Day, April 22, announced Mr. Tom Moore, program com-

mitte chairman.
The panel discussion will
take place Saturday afternoon
during the program. Also included in the program,
Moore, are a tea

reported Mr.
and musical

selection from the campus.
The topic will be discussed
by a panel of three. Dr. Donald
Karshner,

dean

of students,

will

be moderator for tne panel and
will also participate in the discussion. Mr. Walter Downing,
counselor, and Mrs. Katherine
Corbett, associate Prof. of Sociology,

are to be the other mem-

bers of the panel.
Tom explained that “En Loco
Parentis’’

invoives

the

problem

of how much parental control the
school should have over the stuThe

dents.

cussed

question

to

be

dis-

is ‘‘How much of a par-

ent should the school
ed Mr. Moore.

be?*’ stat-

The topic ‘‘En Loco Parents”

will

panel
will

first

and

be

discussed

then

be opened

the

by

the

discussion

to all those

pre-

sent, reported Mr. Moore.
Other activities planned for
Mother's Day include a banquet
with guest speakers and a play
by the Drama Department.

Students planning to attend
Day should
Mother's
Campus
pick up forms and invitations in
the Campus Bookstore or Activities Office as soon as possible, utged Ann Harter, Mother's
Day

Committee

Chairman.

made

by either the

Restruc.wuring Committee or mem-

denly bevome apparent.
Fisher said the task of setting up divisional organizations
tween

was

bers of Council.
It was found that due to the
burden of quarter system changes
the help divisions could give
to restructuring changes would

be minimal.
The

have

original

proposal

would

proviued tor divisional re-

presentation
on student council with one representative being elected trom each of the
nine academic divisions.

In

addition,

Council

would

have had five representativesat-large- instead of the ten now
elected each year, and the freshman class president would be tne
only class officer on Council
whereas all four class presidents
are now members.
Council members felt the reweuld create
plan
structuring
more interest in student elections, wnich now draw very little
interest.
It was also suggested that a

restructured
be

as

Council

likely

to

fall

would

not

under

tne

control of club-sponsored ‘‘factions."*

Career Recruiting
Busiest Ever Here;
Week’s Schedule
This
ctuiting

semester,
has been

ever at HSC,

career
rethe busiest

reported Mr. Kenn-

eth
Burns,
College
Placement
Officer.
Job offers to students who
have already had interviews are
coming
quickly. Some students
have had up to five offers. The
starting
salaries
involved
in
these offers have also hit a new
high,
going
up to $700 per
month.
Any student needing help in
selecting firms or in writing letters of acceptance or rejection
should contact Mr. Bums in the
Business Administration Building Placement Center for assistance. Burns also reminded students that with every job offer
a
letter
of acknowledgement
should
be written. Burns will
also be available for advice on
proper business procedures.
Tne following companies will

be on campus

for interview to-

‘Meet Your Prof’
Features Siemens
part

of

the

weekly

Co.: civil engineering, business
administration, accounting, and

math majors.
April 20 Department
Force

Accounting

of the Air

Division:

ac-

counting majors.
Owens-Illjnois,inc.,:
21
April
and libbusiness administration
eral arts majors.
are fteminded that
Students
the recruiting season is nearing

its end. Some good opportunities
are presented duting April, and
students should act now and setup interviewing dates, said Burns

Should be Permanent

‘‘Meet

pared

tnan

speech,

deliver

a

pre-

Dr. Siemens

will

devote the entire hour to a question and answer period. Students
may question the president on
any
topic concerning HSC or
educational policies.

‘*Sudents

answers

will

get

better

if they will write out

their questions and send them
to the President's office in advance,’’
said
President Siemens.
These questions will be

given priority.

Old-Time Flicks
Introduced Tonite
A series of Old Time
is being
night by

Flicks

introduced at HSC tothe Student Activities

Commission reports SAC spokesman

Ueorgette Telford.
Tonight's fare consists of a
191%
documentary
‘‘Adventure
of a Submarine,’’ which contains what is believed to be the

first
examples
cinematography.

of

undersea

The film will be shown in
the CAC, beginning at 7 p.mm.,
admission is ten cents.

Miss

Telford

said

tonight's

film is the first of a series of
three old-time movies, to be
shown by the SAC this year 0; a
trial basis. If the program goes
over well, more will be sched-

uled for next year.
On April 28, “rhe Headless
Horseman,’’ starring Will Rodgets, will be presented, and a
program is
Chaplin
Charlie
slated for May 12.
Tonight's
flick is without

sound, but musical accompaniment will be provided.

Oral Interpretation
Festival Attracts
HSC Students

day and next week.

April 14 Sears and Roebuck: all
majors.
April 18 Touche, Ross, Bailey,
and Smart: accounting majors.
April 19 West Coast Telephone

Restructuring Death

Your Prof’’ lecture series.
Rather

Eleven student debaters attended
an Oral Interpretation
Festival
sponsored by Cnico
State College at Chico on April
7 and 8, reported Professor Lewis Bright, Speech Department.
* In preparation for the events,
each student prepared four separate sets of readings. The students then presented these readings and were evaluated by different judges for each set ofreadings.
Ratings of poor, fair,
good, excellent ot superior were
assigned each student.
Awards in the form of certificates were given to those students

who

compiled

an

average

tating of supetior or excellent
in all four performances.
Five
of the eleven participating stud-

(Continued
p. 8, col. 3)
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Editorial

President Comelius H. Sie
mens will appear in Founders
Hall Auditorium taday at 4 p.m.
as
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of the Restructuring Committee

Chairman
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The Student Legislative Council restructuring proposal has
been killed, but only temporariy. According to the views of
council members (see ‘Letters to the Editor’’) the election was
merely postponed, and will be held at a more favorable time,
after adequate preparation.
The LUMBERJACK strongly urges Council, and students,
to think objectively about the idea of divisional representation
at HSC, and immediately dismiss it. Divisional reyresentation
will not work!

The biggest faultin our present system of representation is
the fact that three of the four class presidents (Sophomore,
Junior, and Senior), who are members of Council, are elected
by pluralities in unorganized, unpublicized class elections.
Anybody with zu or 40 friends or fraternity brothers can get
himself elected class president.
The restructuring proposal would have eliminated this problem, but would have substituted nine divisional reps, who
would undoubedly come to be elected in the exact same way.
In other words, instead of eliminating a problem, the restructuring proposal, if passed, would have tripled it.
And the claims that divisional representation would eliminate factions on Council or promote academic unity
are ridiculous figments of the imagination, without
one shread of resonable evidence to support them.
Undoubtedly, Council needs restructuring.
So why not elect all representatives from the student body-at-large? Five
reps elected each quarter to one-year terms will fill out a Couacil, with little change from the present system, which in
spite of its critics has worked fairly well.
It seems that most of Cuuncil’s shortcomings lie not ia
how the members are picked, but in the members themselves.
We're glad the restructuring proposal is dead. May it rest

in peace.

New Building Construction
Slated for June; Bids In
Construction
$1,267,000

Building

on

the

Arts

and

is expected

new
Music

to get un-

derway by the first of June, announced President Cornelius H.
Siemens, following the opening

of the bids in Sacramento recent-

ly.
The

bids were opened

April 4

at 2:00 in the state office of Architecture and Construction in
Sacramento.
The fitm of Wright
and Oretsky of Santa Rosa was
named as low bidder for the pro-

ject.
The new building will
hopefully be completed within a
year

following

the

beginning

of

construction.
It is to be a two story structure located in the center of the
campus, adjoining the present
music and art buildings, and
will cover the location of the:
old tennis courts. It is to contain music classtooms and art
labs along
gallery and

with an art exhibit
a music recital hall

as well as faculty office space
and storage areas.
The building is financed by a
matching fund from the Federal
Government, in which the Col-

lege puts up two thirds of the
total cost and the Federal Government matches this by granting the College the remaining
third of the cost.
Edwin Froelich of the state

division of Architecture designthe building.

Teke Corinthian
Tomorrow Night
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity will hold its eighth annual
Corinthian Ball tomorrow night,
according to Gary Phillips, pub
licity chairman.
This formal event, cited as
the «ratemity’s most important
annual socia: function, will be
held at the Scotia Inn in Scotia.
Dining and dancing will be
preceded by the presentation of
the Most Improvea and Top Scholar awards and the Top Teke
Award. The latter is presented
each year to a member who has
made outstanding contributions
to the fratemity and the campus.
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by James H. Hollingsworth
next

leaders

elected
can

student

develop

and

body

Another aspect is the value judg-

formu-

ment conceming the local wortn
of the course as it 18 taugnt,or

late a basically sound program.

And Marijuana

Patrick Crooks, Rep-at-Large
Ken Fulgham, C. U. Lobbyist to

taught, as implied

inadequately

Divi-

the

by

editorial,

your

in

sion of Health and Physical Fducation.

Student Legislative Council

Editor:
In

last

Tuesday's

LJ,

Pete

Fisher Justifies

Pappas mentioned in ‘‘Letters
to the Editor’* that the big danger in using marijuana was being
offered ‘‘some ‘big H’ while intoxicated.’**
He also said one
effect (of using marijuana) is
loss of inhibitions, which can

lead to crime, suicide, and/or
other acts considered unfavorable,’
Bravo!

| agree

percent,

but

one

why

hundred

outlaw

only

marijuana when alcohol produces

the same effects and presents the
same dangers. I'm sure that in
twenty years Mr. Pappas wouldn't
want to find out that his son or
daughter is an alcoholic or that
his daughter is pregnant because of a loss of inhibitions
while intoxicated.

I'm not in favor of legalizing
the use of marijuana, but why do

we have a double standard of
permitting the use of alcohol
(which has been shown to do

MUCH damage both physically
and socially) while we outlaw
the use of marijuana.
They are
both used as means of escape
and have similar dangers inherent in their use, so let’s get rid

of both of them.

Eaitor:
As chairman of the Restructuring Committee, I think it is
only right that I justify my motion to cancel the election which
was scheduled for today.
Due to the fact that time is
so pressing there would be no
time to effectively organize the
divisions within themselves before
the
elections
would
be
held for division offices.
One of the proposals to organize the divisions was to contact the divisional secretaries
in order to coordinate the activities between Student Legislative Council and the divisions
themselves. Due to the onset of
the quarter system, tnese secretaries have become doubly busy
and would not be able to help.
This Restructuring proposal
has been in commitiee for over
a year and has gone through four
different chairman. I can see no
reason to pusn this now when
chances of a successful divis-

representation

hampered by tne
The whole
came about by
Students and |

Plagued

would

be

time element.
issue originally
a request of the
believe it 18 our

Tuesday,
April
11,
1967
marked the end of the current re-

structuring

proposal.

Restruct-

uring of the Student Legislative
Council is still badly needed in

order to make a more representative

SLC.

We

have

seen

that

the current restructuring proposal contains many shortcomings
as evidenced
action today.

by

the

Council's

There was no polling of the
students as to what they thougnt
of Restructuring! After only a
week

as

a

voting

issue,

by

inadequacies

in
or-.

Lack of scope was evidenced
in the fact that there was no extensive
investigation
into the
problems
and complexities
in

elop an acceptable solution to
this very pertinent problem of
tepresentation. If there are any
questions
that | could further
answer,
I will be more than

happy to do so.
Steve

Fisher

Re)p-at-Large

the quarter system will present
next year, was undecvermined be-

fore trying to cope with this problem.
Content was lacking in clarification of what balloting procedure would be used in reference to the various divisions.
Also, no stipulations were mentioned conceming whether less
politically orientated and interested aivisions would be able to
nominate a person outside their
occupational fields. The nominee’s interests might lie within
this educational reaim.
Lackadasical

organization

was shown in the fact that restructuring
was
inadequaiely
formulated late in this school
year and too close to tne ASB
election aate.
So, we conclude, there are
still problems and inadequacies
plaguing restructuring. Pethaps

tamins.
or

that

Healthy Rash of
Hygiene Comments
(Editor’s
ing

note--The

letter was

staffer

Steve

addressed

Richards

followto LJ

in

fe-

gard to his March #1 column,
“*Health and Hygiene not Useful,’* which has produced some
degree of controversy in recent

weeks.
The letter is printed
here with the author's permission.)

of un-

over-the-counter

vi-

Admonitions to do this
or to buy

anything

Just

-he

and

topic,

to pay for it.

a nationally

is

willing

Inclusion of such
pertinent subject in

the general education program is
not at all without value.
Concerning

your

evaluation

of the instructional quality of
the health course in which you
were enrolled, I think your comments were a trifle over-emotionalized, judging from the ex-

you

recounted.

Frankly,
1 have found the
teaching of health rather exaspetating from the standpoint of
merely trying to keep abreast
with the expanding knowledge of

which

separate

is related to

from

whom

merits

a

reply;

for

several

reasons.
Fundamentally, there
are two rather distinct aspects
to the ‘‘health education problem.’* One aspect is the philosophical
consideration
involv:
ing the relative value of health

and hygiene, any health and hygiene course, as a part of the
general education requirements.

you

have

ferred, 1 would
flattered to be

When

the

helping people;
when he gives

libertarian

that when
he

a person

is of more

munity,

is educated

value

to the com-

and in that way he has

retumed that value.

That is what is known as the
‘‘neighborhood

the

the li

obtaine

value without giving value, he
is being inconsistent.
When he
obtains
an
education
without
giving anything in return, he is
obtaining value without giving.
Some people believe, however,

on

must also pay for the

only

effect,’’

possible

for the state

and

is

justification

paying

for the edu-

cation of an individual. However,

must obtain something. and when

owned and operated schools.
A far better approach would

ever he obtains something, he
must give something in return.
Now that is not to say that

the

libertarian

charity.

cause

will

when

he

not

accept

necessary,

gives

charity

be

under

similar
conditions.
He also
knows that in helping others he
gains as much as he gives, so
he loses nothing in the end. A
businessman may help someone

because

someone

else

helped

him, or because he knows that
with help the person being helped will be in a better position to

help others.
But the libertarian may choose
to give charity (himself, or his
property) when he does not gain
in such an obvious manner.
He

even

when

paying

the

state

can justify

for that education,

is far less justification

there

for state

be to provide those who wanted
to go to college with a loan, or

with a scholarship, and let that
person go to the school of his
choice.
There would then be
little or no competition with free |
enterprise in the area of educat
ion. The student would be free
to go to any school even Har
vard or Princeton
(if he were willing to pay a little extra) and all
the state would have to do would
be to set the standards. The re
sult would still be high quality
education, but it would be education consistent with liberal
(classic) standards and there
would also be far more freedom

of choice for the poorer student.

Slobosis Victim Found
‘Murdered’-in Library

many

other

apparently

to
re-

feel somewhat
considered as

effective a teacher as that person and as highly regarded by
my colleagues,

Investigation by police authorities disclosed that the victim

by Mike Graff
On the night of April 1, 1967
the janitorial

boldt
found

staff in the Hum-

State
College
the crumpled

Library
body of

John Glump at the bottom of the

stairway

ment.

leading

Mr.

to

Glump’s

the

body

basewas

badly mutilated by his attackers
and was identified only through
the use of dental charts supplied by a local dentist.

There

was a lack of objectivity which
I have come to associate with
good journalism.
The commonly presented topics of physical
fitness, family life education,
quackery, heart, cancer, venereal disease, tobacco, alcohol,
narcotics,
and fire prevention
when combined appropriate use
of recognized expert resource
speakers is not without relevant
value.

the subject

simply
enjoys
he gets value
value.

things that he uses.
This is
what is known
as exchanging
value for value.
Whenever the
libertarian gives something, he

of any

science-based disciplines. Con-

31

bertarian

might risk his life or his property
Simply because of the joy that
it gives him. In other words, he

magazine

contains health information articles--varying
from good to
harmless. Evidently, the American considers health a rather
important

nor-

do not depend

numbers.
But, to be consistent,

for your

issue

circulated

or less

in life, the libertar-

therefore

from

cetning the particular teacher

1 think your editorial of March

and

implication

be good

every

about

nationally

but

Dear Mr. Richards:

things

shirts to automobiles are
witn

there

jan
believes
that government
should
undertake
only
those
things that affect everyone, with
no exceptions. He believes that
it is just as important to protect
the rights of one as it is to pro:
tect the rights of several mill
ion, that rights are not relative,

TV advertising is sathealth.’
urated with health advertisement.

amples

divisional representation.

Also, the idea that we should
research and prescribe problems

consumption

necessary

‘‘it will

ing Chairman Steve Fisher. This

evident

astounding

that

ested student will come forward and offer his help to dev-

prac-

public false at times, some reg-ularly do.
This ranges from
gimmicked aspirin to therapeutuc claims for cosmetics to an

forth

Many people at this time believe
restructuring is not the
answer to problems on SLC; however, I am quite sure that this
proposal
will again
come
up
next year, and at that time |
Sincerely hope that every inter-

speaking,

tically everyone has played the

put

Coun-

scope, content, and definite
ganization of the proposal.

The willingness of the American
puvlic to engage iu self
diagnosis, self medication and
to accept and give casual often
ill-founded
medical
advice
is
rather well known.
Overuse of
commercial
health products or
health related products ranges
from tragic to disgraceful in a
supposedly
enlightened
porulace.
Commercially

Because

are always those people who
wish to practice self-sufficiency,
or, wish to live very simply and
mal

pummeling.

question.

dress

cil recalled the proposai from a
general student body vote, as
recommendea by the Restructuris

the

sent
have

this when it will at least
a chance to be a succéss-

a

But I think that such a course
is more necessary than ever before in our Nation's history because of changes that are occuring in society, increase in knowl.
edge
and the proliferation of
health products.
The American
public rather consistently over
estimates
the
quality
of our
national health and the level of
their own personal knowledge of
health, as any physician would
probably tell you if you posed

duty as student officers to preful program.

Editor:

takes

rives no benefit.

do without the more

Periodically at any instituof higher education, health

education

Cancellation

ional

Restructuring

tion

The libertarian believes that
no man should be forced to pay
for something from which he de-

mor, and ceaseless

talking, and

was a nightly patron of the campus library.
Police speculate
that Glump was the victim of a
treatment prescribed and administered by a campus group
known as the ‘‘Studious Ones,’’
who

maintain

that a large

port-

(Continued
on Page 6)
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FOR

HSC Outdoors
RES er

.
Oe

Although

deer

season

is

One

and mathan Zakeim, residents of san
erald
(left)
Paul Fitzg
Francisco’s Haight-Asbury district, visited HSC eartier this
week. On Monday, they got into a ‘‘friendly’’ discussion with
some jocks in the CAC, and later taped a radio interview
with KHSC-FM, which was broadcast last night. (Photo by

Bob Leonard)
SKIS FOR SALE: Wood, 205 c.,
with bindings, good condition,
new

base.

$10.00.

Call

after

Butler Has One-Man
Exhibit at Utah State

5 p.mp 822—3246.

Mr.

Max

Butler

of

the

man

FOR

40-30,

condition, $50.
Redwood Hall, Room

very

Contact
321. Ph.

was
Art

822-7876.

showing of his works on ex-

ings

is at the Art

Department Gallery of Utah State

University, Logan, through April.
In

It’s Spring!

showing of paine

and drawings

Run

the rapids. New

six-man rait with new oars, pump
and two life preservers. 860
Cail 443-1159.

addition,

Mr.

Butler

has

been notified that one of his oil
paintings titled ‘““Descent to the
Sea’’ has been included in an exhibit to be shown at the Tucson,
Arizona,
Art
Center
through
April.

CRAFT SUPPLIES
HOBBIES

Yy
7

established.

males to be
in a limited
At first
obviously
many

glances

it still continues

ed didn't it? Logging operations
and management programs opened up extensive forage areas,

fawn production sored, in general the deer population boomed.
Boomed to the point of selfdestruction.
In 1954, Nature
was
forced to move into the
Kaibab range of Arizona and
wipe-out 18,000 deer, members

a

1946 that halted antlerless hunts
and placed a ‘‘bucks only restriction’’ on the area.
How
does
this affect us?
Any conservation minded sportsman with one good eye can see

how

it affects

us. Uranted

the

Columbian black tail is smaller
than its Rocky Mountain cousin, but even that doesn’t explain an 8!, year old buck weighing ninety pounds. Why are the
deer in this area so puny? Overpopulation! Why is there overpopulation? Overprotection!
Not only will overprotection

Jon

Call

Lawrence,

absolutely no fawns.

If

does

lation
doing

are

exerting

pressures
something

popu-

Come in and browse
Timid sales people )

why aren’t we
about it? Why

don't we have antlerless hunts?
Even though it has been proven
time and time again that antler-

less
and

hunts

will

bigger

and

produce

more

healthier

deer,

sometimes as many as fifty percent more, some people still
fight

these

hunts

with

‘on the plasa

every

ounce of energy they can summon. Even when the buck kills
in counties with antlerless hunts
are double and triple those of
adjacent counties with bucks
only limitations, people still remain blind to the facts.
This is what W.P. Dasmann,

Se
ES
0

«= ARCATA

>

ee

Chief of the Wildlife Management

Branch, California Kegion, U.S.
Forest Service calls, the ‘‘Bambi Complex’’. ‘‘The same people who savor veal scallopini
without ever a thought of the
calf, who tackle roast lamb and
small loin
ing of the
estion the
beefsteak,
of shooting

chops without thinklamb, who never quage or sex of their
cringe at the thought
does or fawns."’

These are the people who
are content to take only onethird of the harvestable sur-

rather than shoot a fawn or doe,

wipe-out
Arizona

full-bod-

wasted, on the mountain sides.
would,
hunter
he-man
The
let them live to die or suffer
parasites and
rickets,
from
starvation.
Think

about

it.

=

Friday

and

Saturday

by The Pot
Dance with your favorite
girl
to the ROCKING
thythm of The Pot Trio in
pleasant
surroundings,
smoke-cleared rooms, of
enjoy the companionship
of your friends and relax
around our pleasant fireplace.
Enjoy a snack or a full

course dinner in the Polyin the
information
Statistical
above article was taken from;
October,
California,
tdoor
an

zona

Game

ment,

1966.

°

and

Fish

nesian Room.
Your favorite beverages and food
served by experts.

Ari-

DepartREDWOOD

LANES

LOOK INTO

produc@ a herd of runt deer, but
it

Keepsake

will

also

cut

down

SEELY & TITLOW CO.

MALM & MURRAY
e Goods
ng
& Bottl
Goodsti
Spor
HUNTING AND FISHING LICENSES

Fishing Tackle

OPEN DAILY UNTIL 9 P.M

ARCATA

the

year. Fawn production and survival have a great influence on
the herd size as well as the
number of bucks available to
the hunter,
It would be natural to assume
that the great number of productive
does
available,
the

loss

951 “H’ St.

Bait

on

produced each

would re-

verse a downward trend. However,
the additional
pressure
exerted by the increasing population of adult animals will actually limit the fawn survival.
If fifty percent of the fawns
born are males and if the fawn

PET SUPPLIES

ON THE PLAZA

443-4602.

ed at a fantastic rate.
Why did the deer of Kaibab

faster the population

Guns & Ammo

dition.

of a population that had explod-

forced to nearly
population?
The

TS

FOR SALE-Nikon F Photomic
50mm {/2 lens. Excellent con-

plus, content to let the excess
animals deplete their food supply, starve to death and rot,

Game and Fish Department feels
it was due to a law passed in

Pe ae

On the plaza

It allows only

taken, and then only
amount.
glance the theory is
sound,
even after

number of bucks
848 GC Arcata

the more

to hold water. After all, it work-

was
the

‘4

naa

the hunt,

increase to the point that nature

EUREKA
442-6104

King’s Hobbies

survive

fawns will be bom. So the limit

hibit in Utan.
The one-man

to

our deer population was being
heavily hunted, those who were
in power decided that for the
protection of our deer herds a
bag limit should be set. The
theory apparently was, the more
that

Department presently has a one-

SALE-—Marlin

of the problems certain

be on the agenda will be what
to do about certain antiquated
game laws.
Many, many years ago, when

duced

ore SS

ied brant decoys, pilus weignts
and lines, $1.50 each. 443-5848.

by Bill Goodnight
and Larry Dean
still several months away, this
month and next month the Fish
and Game Commission and the
Department of Fish and Game
will be meeting to adopt the
hunting regulations for 1967-68.

eee

SALE--Seventeen

822-1331

is

seventy-five

percent

due to adult pressure, there will
be a drastic cut-back in bucks
available each season. And it
is not the bucks that are exerting the pressure on the population. Not when the ratio in
some areas is seven bucks, one
hundred
does
and
thitty-six
fawns.
In a population like the one

cited above especially if there
ate livestock on the same range,
there will probably be overutilization

supply

of food

will

plants,

be

the

food

limited. When

this happens nature again takes
a hand. In a study done in Texas in 1966 it was found that on
heavily gtazed range, does pro-

OPTOMETRY AS A CAREER
opportunity for men and women
@ A respected health service profession
© Personal satisfaction and financial reward
© Scholarships available regardless of need
Optometry is a vigorous young profession concerned with the
care of human vision. There is a real need for more men
and women trained in this field.

The curriculum covers six yea rs, including two years of
pre-optometry which can be taken at another college. The four
years of professional study are taken at the University of
California at Berkeley in small classes with an unexcelled
faculty and at low cost. Upon completion of the curriculum,
the student is granted the degree, Doctor of Optometry.
Write School of Optometry, University of California,
Berkeley 4, for Student Information Kit or contact our local
this ad as a
alumnus or optometric group who provided
public service.
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TEKES ‘PLEDGE COED
‘Girl Pledge’
The

local

chapter

of

Tau

Kappa
Fpsilon
Fraternity has
inaugurated a new program this
semester. The group has pledged
a girl.

The

coed

is

pert

brunette

%obin Stalder, a freshman
sing major from Sunnyvale,

nurand

she

new

is part of the

‘‘Honorary

Girl

Tekes’

Pledge’’

pro

‘‘The idea isn’t new,’’ said
Preston
Raecker,
chairman of
the Pledge Program Committee,
just new to Humboldt.
Coeds
are being pledged by a number
of fraternities throughout the

United

States,

including

the

Teke
chapters
at Sacram:ato
State and Chico State Colleges.
Each
chapter's
‘‘honorary

girl
pledge,’’
according
to
Baecker,
is sort of like a
‘‘pledge class s‘veethear,’’ except she must perform the same

duties and participate
same activities as her

in the
pledge

brother.

“Tnere

ROBIN STALDER

are

a

few obvious

exceptions,’’ vontinued Baecker, ‘‘such as pledge class trips,

that
cannot

the

honorary

take

part

girl
in,

pledge

but Robia

is expected to attend work details
and
pledge
meetings,
learn fratemity history, and do

everything else a Teke pledge

is expected to do.”
The idea was first suggested
to the local chapter last semester by a visiting ational officer,
who pointed out the success the

Happiness

program

has

enjoyed

schools.
The advantages

at

other

of the pro-

gram, he said, are that members
‘“‘act more discreetly’’ during
the daytime when she might be
around,
and the men tend to
keep themselves and the house
a little cleaner, knowing that a
feminine eye will be judging
them.
In
addition,
the
program
proves to tne public that the
days
af pledge paddling and
harrassment are gone forever,
andeven a freshman girl
can

undergo

fratemity

pledgeship

and have a lot of fun.
Don Crotty, Teke house manager and Robin's ‘-big brother’’,
said the program has enjoyed

has enjoyed another, unforeseen
advantage.

‘“rhere is more active partici pation in work parties, since
the guys know Robin is going to

be around °° said Crotty.
And Robin's reaction to the
program

has

been

very

favor-

able. une said, ‘‘It’s a lot of
work, but it’s been so much fun,
it ien’t hard at all.’*
And what will happen to Robin when pledgeship is enaed
and her pledge brothers go active? *‘She will become a member, of the Order of Diana, tne
women’s auxilary to Tau Kappa
Epsilon,’ said Baecker.
She will also be able
to look
back on a memorable part ¢ her
college

experience.

is a clean coat of arms

& significant
amount of lopledge
must leara.

A daily pledge chore is raising the fraternity flag.

Robia (center, seated) views the fraternity scrapbook
active members after evening pledge meeting.

photes by: Bob Leonard
Bob Dingas
Dave Briscoe

with
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just new to Humboldt.
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are being pledged by a number
of fraternities throughout the
United
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including
the
Teke
chapters
at Sacram:ato
State and Chico State Colleges.
Each
chapter’s
‘‘honorary
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pledge,’’
according
to
Baecker,
is
sort
of like a
“‘pledge class s:veethear,’’ ex-

cept she must perform the same
duties
and participate
same activities as her

in the
pledge

brother.
“Tnere are a few obvious
exceptions,’’ vontinued Baeck-
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er, ‘‘such as pledge class trips,
that the honorary
girl pledge
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is expected to attend work details
and
pledge
meetings,
learn fratemity history, and do

everything else a Teke pledge

is expected to do,”
The idea was first suggested
to the local chapter last semester by a visiting .ational officer,
who pointed out the success the
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ager and Robin's ‘-big brother’’,
said the program has enjoyed
has enjoyed anotner, unforeseen

advantage.
*“gnere is more active partici pation in work parties, since
the guys know Robin is going to

be around °’ said Crotty.
And Robin's reaction to the
program has been very favorable. sne said, ‘‘It’s a lot of
work, but it’s been so much fun,
it fen’t hard at all.’*
And what will happen to Robin when pledgeship is enaed
and her pledge brothers go active? *‘She will become a member, of the Order of Diana, the
women’s auxilary to Tau
Epstion,’’ said Baecker.

Kappa

She will also be able
to look
back of a memorable part ¢ her
college experience.

A daily pledge chore is raising the fraternity flag.

Robia (center, seated) views the fratemity
active members after evening pledge meeting.
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KHSC Radio Shows

Aired Commercially
Three radio programs produced on campus by KHSC-FM
are broadcasted over local commerical stations revealed John
Pozzo, student publicity
Del
manager
station.

for

the

radio

college

The three programs produced
by students in the KHSC studios
include ‘‘On Broadway,’ a review of hit show tunes with
as

aired

hostess,

Sundays at 5 p.m. over KIXF,
Fortuna; ‘‘HSC Outdoors’’ is
narrated by Dr. John Hewston,
Natural Resources, Tuesday at
1:80 p.m. on KATA, Arcata; and
“‘Music from the Hill,’* easy
listening by Larry
classical
he

i

Newton

rare

faculty in Sequoia Theatre April

to

tempting

ion of the student body has become infected with a disease
called Slobosis.
Late last fall the ‘‘Studious
ones’ published a report on re-

Aug. 31 & Sept. 3, 1967

Watch

for our specials on

JACK-CYN
ACRES
Flowers
for All Occasions

Avenue,

KNITTERS’

tc
ote: Flights are designed
take students to Europe for the
ademic year--this is not

NOOK

treatments

According

to the re-

daze jabbering,
oblivious
an
whistling, thumping, and leaving
a trail of litter and refuse behind him.

At

the

sease

on

time

the

report

was

the ‘‘Studious Ones"’
published,
advocated treatment of the di:

a one

to one

with one of their members

basis,

quiet-

LITTLE MAN

more

a-

to

get

a

Because

cure.

the

a

1400-student

school

in

Madagascar. Place in mailbox
of F.L. Leeds, 396D in CAC or

1603 G Street, apt. 3, Arcata.

EUREKA
EXCLUSIVE
HEADQUARTERS

FOR

“*Studious Ones,"’ is a secret
organization with a membership
that is reputed to be large and
still

growing,

the

police

have

wamed that they cannot provide
individual protection for all the
sufferers of Slobosis. They advised late last week that all
those stricken with the disease
make a greater effort to control
their symptoms, especially in
the presence of people who make
faces

FOR

and

cast

frowns

SALE--'57

at them.

Chev.,

good condition,
Sedan,
Call Mike at 822-5203.

ON

2-dr.

%350.

CAMPUS

Phone 823-1701
1168
B &.

<—

gue

Leave $.F.&L.A.
Arrive London

and outlined

him

make

ware that people are often annoyed by his behavior.
The police feel that the
“*Studious Ones,’’ having failed
in their earlier efforts to find a.
remedy for this disease, have
resortedto more drastic measures

WANTED--Used Christmas Cards
for

for Complete Knitting Supplies

Europe

to

flight

disease

port, Slobosis is characterized
by the patient going around in

:way
one
re
Fa$225

nd-trip

they

that time.

tT

Holloway

had

search

which listed the symptoms of the

for it which were under study at

A Umited number of spaces is
available for faculty, staff,
ts
rnia Sta
Califo
of theen
stud

1600

out

carried

at 4:30

Sundays

ee

ly asking the Slobosis sufferer
to be more considerate and at-

(Continued from Page 2)

heard

p.m. on KIXF and Fridays at 7
p.m. on KINS, Eureka.

CARL T. ROWAN, former chief of the U.S. Information Agency,

Europe
tomem
Ret
& L.A.
To $.F.
return
Sept. 5

Sept. 6
Aug. 29
Aug. 31
Sept. 5

AAL- Iberia
AAL - Alitalia

Aug. 2
**available to Students, Faculty, Employees of
the CALIFORNIA STATE. COLL®GE
their spouses and immediate family

CALL COLLECT - (408) 297-5527
Pad

Whitten

after 6:00 p.m

G-20

“YOu SENT FOR NE?"

Land, Tours, Auto Purchase, Rentals,
Euraol passes, and air
ts
by: SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE,
223

So.

First

Street,

San

Jose,

Cali-

fornia, Phone (408) 297-5527.
Not State College Sponsored or controlled
Fill out the cou

below and mail i

form and information wo:

co

Phillip Whitten c/o Furope ‘67
948 So. 11th Street #1
Sana Jose, Cali fornia 96112

end me informa

eee

on charter flights to Europe

BE

WISE

for your BEST BUYS
New

Sporting Goods
& Used Furniture

PHONE
1101 HM ST.

VA 2-3004
ARCATA

TEEN

BURGER

with bacon added
1121 Myrtle Ave.

Eureka

aw

Tasker

Jean
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Moving Jacks Vie For Third And
Fourth Conference Wins Against
San Francisco
(HSC

track meet.
Fresh from a 92'-—61% swamrpioe of tan Francisco State,
Coach Jim Hunt and nis Lumierjack thinclads prepare for
some of their best performances of the year in this triangular
meet with two well-balanced and talented track teams.
University

anne

Nevada,

recent winner of the College Division section of the Santa Barbara Easter Relays, has again
amazed track fans by the many

talented

SEAN?

of

spikers

they

have ac-

cumulated.
Last year it was Otis Burell,
one of the world’s leading high
jumpers, who sparked the Wolf-

pack.

This

year

Burell

is in-

eligible, but the Silver-Staters
are led by Jim Puce, the Canadian National Champion in the
discus with a best of 192 feet.
No
weakling in the shotput
either, Puce has done over 60
feet in that event.

Besides

Puce,

the Wolfpack

has three men capable of running 10.0 100 yard dashes, two

men who have done 14°6’° in the
pole vault, a hurdler capable of
14.0 in the 140 yard highs and
they

are

likewise

strong

in the

880, mile, and the three mile.
In short, Nevada is joaded and
is definitely the team to beat in
the FWC.
Missing many of the individual stars that sparkle Nevada's
colors, the Cal Aggies, with a
quantity
of distance
runners
and several good pole vaulters,

are

none

the

less

a well-bal-

anced, although relatively unknown track team.
To counterbalance the other

school’s

strength,

HSC

Coach

Jim Hunt plans to forego the
usual doubling up in events and

will

instead

place

his

spikers

in single events and hope for
their all out best performances.
Such
a move
means
Gary
Tuttle will only be running in
the three mile, the event where
he established another school
standard of 14:42.¥ last week
against
San
Francisco
State.
This also means that Mike
Phillips and Ken Lybeck will
probably be competing in only

one

event.

Hunt
said the reason for
such a change in strategy was
to enable him to obtain an idea
as to how well his tracksters
will fare in the FWC final in
May.
Expected to compete in the

3000-meter steeplechase for the
Green and Gold will be John
Zinselmier and Ed Conley, two

moves

into

the third week of the 1967 Far
Western
Conference
baseball
season,
but the Lumberjacks
will be playing only their second
conference
series
when
they host the San Francisco
State uators for a doubleheader
here Saturday, starting at noon.
Coach Ced Kinzer’s charges
got off to a rain-belated start

when they won a pair, 2-0 and
13-0, over Sonoma
4, three days after

State April
the original

School Districts *
Set Interview Dates
Many
school districts have
scheduled interviewing dates on
campus and all teacher candidates interested in Educational
Placement should set up inter-

viewing

appointments

as

soon

as possible
with Mrs. Marion
Paulos,
Education
Placement
Secretary.
The following school districts
have
scheduled
interviewing
dates on campus for the following week.

Unified
Richmond
17
District, Secondary and

April
School

Elementary.
April 19 Rowland School District, Rowland Heights, Elementary only.
Pajaro Valey Unified,
Watsonville, Secondary and Elementary.

hard-working
underclassmen.
Also trying to pick-up points
for the Hilltoppers will be Senior John DeWitt in the javelin,
versatile Pete Sturman in the

Los Angeles City Scnools, Secondary and Elementary.
April 20 Orick Elementary School,
Elementary only.

javelin and hurdles, Norm Pillsbury in the long and triple jumps,
and Lamy Miller in the pole

District, Secondary and Elementary.

vault.
The

School District, Secondary and
Elementary.
If students are intérested in
interviewing dates with any of

triangular

meet

will

be

scored on the five-three-two-one
point system and each team will
be competing
other colleges

against
instead

the two
of each

one separately.

JOHN STANBERRY

INSURANCE

Ukiah

It's LUCKY
when you chronicle at

Humboldt State

Tom

Thomsen

(Arcata)

hurled a four-hitter and struck
out nine to notch the win in the
opeuer
and righthander Vern
Harris (Stonyford) also gave up
four hits in winning tne nightcup.
Junior
centerfielder Keith
Ayala (Eureka) slammed a 350
foot homer with a mate aboard
y 4m the fourth inning to win it
while soph first baseman Paul
Jackson (Eurexa) had a homer, a
double and two singles in five
trips to lead a 15 hit barrage in
the second game.
Captain Jon Burgess (Arcata)
also clouted a two run nomer in

7" Suctnene dasaske
Neor Humboldt
State College

the finale, a $40 foot shot over
the right field fence in the last
of the first.
Kinzer has tentatively named
Thomsen
and
Harris
as his
starters
{or tne uators while
veteran and two-time All-FWC
tighthander Dennis Filkins continues to try to work out the
armmiseries which have plagued
him since the Easter trip in late
March.
Humboldt has a 2—U conference mark and is now 18—s—1 on
the season.

Everybody meets at

School

the above school districts, they

should contact Mrs. Paulos, in
Ad. 211 for information and interviewing appointments.

Circle K Sponsors
Club Blood Drive
inter-club

blood

drive

is

being organized by Circle K and

will be held on campus April
18 and 20, with placques being
awarded to the clubs with the
highest percentage of donors among their memberships.

The blood drive will take
place in the Health Center, and
donors are requested to sign up
fot
appointments
immediately.
The blood will go into the Humboldt State College account, and
will be for the benefit of HSC
students, faculty and staff.
All otganizations
and promotional aspects of the drive are
being carried out by Circle K,

COLT 45

paw

April 21 Modoc Tulelake Unified

An

All Forms Of Insurance
1020 G Arcata - 822-4657

Unified

And last

weekend's
twin bill with the
Cal Aggies at Davis was also
rained out.
Against the Cossacks, soutn-

I

The

d

aA

3owl tomorrow for what proriises to be the year’s most

date was ratned out.

Pub.)

State

campus

men's

setvice

Mu

lh

‘he University of Nevada Wolfpack and the Mustangs from
U.C. Davis, two Far Yestern Conference powers, invade Redwood

Athletic

Humboldt

i
it

by John Hunter
LJ Sports Writer

State Gators

sf

Their Winning Ways; SF, UN

WANTED--Used Christmas Cards
for a 1400-student school in
Madagascar. Place in mailbox
of F.L. Leeds, 396D in CAC or
1603 G Street, apt. 3, Arcata.

‘il i iHi

Cindermen Seek to Continue

Page 7

Lumberjack

BELLA VISTA INNN

ofgani-

zation.

Market

BANQUETS, RECEPTIONS,
PARTIES AND
CATERING

DuBarry

\ .

Complete Liquor &
Crocery Departments

Open
9 a.m. to 12 p.m.

K

Arden

“Andows

Lipetich
- Polish

Continental cuisine
that is unbeatable
PEN DAILY
Hwy.
1
12-2 a.m.
Sisters
8. McKinleyville

Eye Shadow,

Page 8
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Baseball
Saturday (12 noon)

Pri., Ape. 14, 1967

Netmen Face Dual
Peril With SOC

San Francisco State (here)
Saturday (11 a.m.)

UC Davis, Nevada (here)
Golf
Friday
San Francisco State (there)
Tennis
Friday (2 p.m.)
Southern Oregon College (here)
Saturday (10 a.m.)
Chico State (here)

SMITTY’S

And The SF Gators
by Warren Simas
Tomorrow,
the
netmen
of
Humboldt go up against Chico
State College in what could
prove to be one of the most exCiting matches this season.
The two teams meet on the
Jacks’ home court at 10 o'clock
Hum
give ve Humboldt

aswuitee

ychol: °

ogical edge, if one co distinguishable between these two
evenly paired teams.
Head

coach

Larry

Kerker,

when stating, ‘‘...we have a real
good chance of winning,"* based
his claim on the performances of

BLUE

CHIP STAMPS

Free Pickup and Delivery

1007 G 8ST.

VA 23-3873

his charges the previous weekend. The team played in a cold
and rainy Reno last week, and
came home with a 8-0 victory.
The Jacks’ record this season i¢ 2-2.
Their losses came

from the two apparent powers in
the league, San Francisco April
1, and UC Davis, March 18.
Humboldt
will
have
Jerry
Allen as number one man, and

Sesna, Gary Crooks, Randy Bresee, and
Craig Frye. The team will travel to San

Humboldt State Golf team. “eft to right
are Larry Babica, Mike Cloney, Roger

Francisco and

Silver and Seven Hills Cities
To Suffer ‘Clubbers’ Invasion

he will team up with Steve Miller
for
doubles
competition.
Allen is a junior this year while
Miller is a sophomore.
Also paired off for the Jacks’
after their singles encounters
are Mick Miller and John Corbett, and Greg Haugen and Mike
Schmidt.
Mick is a senior and
Corbett is a sophomore. Haugen
and Schmidt are both juniors;
Haugen is a JC transfer from El
Camino College.
Kerker and his team feel confident that they can defeat the
Wildcats.
Their maiti goal however, is the FWC Championships
being held in San Francisco on
May 5 and 6.
All season en
counters are just preparation for
this finale meet in which the
number one team of the tourna
ment will come away with the
conference crown.
Saturday's meet is pre empted
by Friday’s court dual between

SOC and Humboldt.

The meet is

scheduled for the
courts at 2 p.m.

HSC

tennis

by Yarren Simas

J.J Sports Editcr
“FORE!

Watch out Reno here

we come.
This could well be
the cry that will usher forth from
the Humboldt State Golf team as
they make the transit from the
Hill City of San Francisco, Friday night, to the City of Silver
and uold...coins that is, Satur.
day.
This could be for a number of
reasons.
Seing the conscienious clubbers and athletes that
they are, | am sure it will represent their great desire to defeat the Wolfpack of the University of Nevada,
Coach
Franny Givins’ fivesome will kick off their weekends
competition
against
the
SF Uators Friday, April 14, at
Harding Park in San Francisco.
They will then leave for Reno's
Hidden Valley Golf Club where
they will meet the Wolfpack .
Heading the Humboldt quints

will be Larry gabica. Larry is a
sophomore
who hails from the
local area and has been raised
literally, with a golf club in his
hand.
Larry. is consistently a
low 70 man and is probably the
backbone
of the organization.
4 rookie and a freshman to
the squad is Mike Cloney of
Eureka.
Cloney
is a young
golfer with a great deal of potential, He swings a mean driv-

er,

and must not be too bad on

the

greens,

as

his

average

in

the middle 70's indicates,
Also a local and donning the
number three cap on the team is
senior Roger Sessna of Fortuna.
Roger
is a consistent golfer
staying
either middle or high
70's.
Holding down the four and

five spots
sophomore,

are Wary
and Randy

Rental

Purchase Plan

SMITH-CORONA
Olympia
Qivetti
10% DISCOUNT to HSC
students with ASB card

EUREKA OFFICE
SUPPLY
402 4th St.

Eureka

Crooks,
Bresee,

freshman. These men cannot be
sold short by a long shot.
As

Coach

Uivins

put it, ‘In order

to have a good chance at the
toumament,
(the
FWC
golf
championsips) you must play a

good four and five man.
two

men

proved
both

These

are improving."’

this

last

shooting

They

weekend

better

than

with
80,

Crooks a 78, and sresee a 79,
Humboldt
will have their
hands full this week. The uators

| JUNE 18 to AUG. 27

Craft Supp
3rd & G Eureka - 443.2856

consistently
have
a _ strong
squad. If the Jacks get by them,
then the next day after a 400
mile trip they'll be confronted
with the Wolves, who beat Sac

TOUR: 75 Days

*4,099 «-.

State,
men

Oral interp. (from page 1)
ents received certificates.
Su
petiot awards were jresented to

Linda Dungan, Jetty Nusbaum
and Phil Hartley.
Excellent
awards were given to Vana Lau
and Jan Weiman.
In addition to the readings

Commercial
64

We Do It Fer Yeu
Coin Operated

Humboldt

presented

a

twent

24 hours

Hand Ironing
*

Open 7-12

8

Buy Finest Gates Tires At
Large Fleet Owner Prices.

KRAWER
Coin-Op
7%

- 18th St.

SUPPLY
Eureka

AUTO
CO.

Crescent Ciy

Aay credit card gets credit.

supposedly
in the

will

be

the

fact

league.

the

strong

The Jacks

further handicapped
that

they

will

by

be on a

strong course,
minute Reader's ineatre presentation which received a rating of
excellent.

POSITIONS FOR LIBFRAL ARTS GRADUATES

in central California's Tulare County. Com-

@itments can be made for June employmeat. Testing is on a continuous
basis
Monday
and Thursdays.
s
The written, oral,
and medical examinat
can be ion
completed
in one day. The beginnin
salary range
g

Sed8—-S006 will be considered for adjust -

ment
in July. For an appointment
write the
Personnel Departme
Courthousent,
Visalia,

California 93x77.

